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the first assassin's creed was a huge success and was the first game to be
advertised as a cel-shaded game. the graphics have a lot of similarities with
games of this kind (like lord of the rings, and the dark knight) though it's
definitely not a cel-shaded game like that, it's more like a cartoonish game like
the banjo kid series. it's not bad at all, but it's a little bit boring and a bit
frustrating. for the whole story, you need to keep track of your 3 main
characters, and even if you can know everything about your 3 main
characters, you still can not understand the whole story of the game.
assassin's creed ii was a beautiful game, and it set the tone for this year's new
dlc packs. if you're a fan of the series, you're going to love this dlc. the new
characters make for great story arcs and are a fun way to keep the series fresh
and exciting. so far, all of these additions have been pretty fun. they bring new
gear and new challenges to the table, and it's nice that the game still feels like
an assassin's creed game. the new characters are also pretty fun, and the
story missions are entertaining. the game is set in the 18th century, when the
french revolution is still in its early stages. there are four playable factions in
the game: the french, the english, the american and the assassins. each of
these players takes a different role. the game features four characters. one of
them is the main character, desmond miles, who is a descendant of the miles
family. the main objective of the game is to restore the memory of the main
character. the players are not only fighting enemies in this game, but they are
also fighting each other. this is a first-person game, in which the players are
fighting not only enemies, but also their friends.
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During the showcase, Ubisoft product manager Jon Rocap stated that the
Assassins Creed multiplayer mode originally only existed to allow for co-
operative play with friends. However, over time, the mode grew to also
accommodate competitive, versus, and chaotic survival matches. It also
evolved to support longer, head-to-head matches. With Assassins Creed
Unity's multiplayer, the developers were experimenting with over-the-

shoulder, third person action and casual, permadeath gameplay. The studio
even claims that Unity was the first major release to feature no levelling.

Unlike previous entries in the franchise, Unity was based solely on Assassin's
Creed architecture, and this is what eventually led to the game being a boxy,
forgettable mess. Note the absence of previous characters or environments

from games even in the primary Assassin's Creed series. It was not until
Assassin's Creed III: Liberation and Assassin's Creed Rogue that characters and
locations from previous games started appearing once again. If Unity had been

any other game, Ubisoft fans wouldnt have wanted to see more than two
Assassins Creed games in a year. Fans should be happy to see an extended
delay that gives the new Assassin's Creed trilogy time to mature and grow.

Even then, though, the team should know better than to treat fans as if they
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